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Amending a Template: 
Re-naming, amending the report and 

adding further data



Changing the name of a report

Open My 
Folder to 
find the 
template 
that you 
have saved 

Open My 
Folder to 
find the 
template 
that you 
have saved

You can change the title 
by clicking on properties 

You can change the title 
by clicking on properties

Adding a description can be useful 
to remind yourself about the report 

Adding a description can be useful 
to remind yourself about the report



Amending a template

To change a report click 
on Modify 

To change a report click 
on Modify

Business Objects Web 
Intelligence should load 

Business Objects Web 
Intelligence should load

The template 
is then visible 

The template 
is then visible



Amending the report

The template opens with Edit Report  highlighted, this means you can make 
changes to the structure of the tables that will be seen in the report output 

The template opens with Edit Report  highlighted, this means you can make 
changes to the structure of the tables that will be seen in the report output

For Example you 
can change the 
title of the report 

For Example you 
can change the 
title of the report 



Amending the report

Double click on 
the title 

Double click on 
the title

When the title has been 
changed click 

When the title has been 
changed click 

A formula bar becomes 
visible 

A formula bar becomes 
visible



Amending the report

You can make the 
formula bar visible 
by clicking 

You can make the 
formula bar visible 
by clicking

When the formula bar is 
visible     is highlighted 

When the formula bar is 
visible     is highlighted 

When something 
is active it will be 
highlighted: 

When something 
is active it will be 
highlighted:



Amending a template
If you want to change the data in the report you need to switch from Edit ReportIf you want to change the data in the report you need to switch from Edit Report

…to Edit Query…to Edit Query



How data is extracted

In Edit Query you can see what data 
will be returned (i.e. populate the 
tables), these are called the Results 
Objects 

In Edit Query you can see what data 
will be returned (i.e. populate the 
tables), these are called the Results 
Objects

And what has been 
used to restrict the data 
that is returned…these 
are called the Query 
Filters 

And what has been 
used to restrict the data 
that is returned…these 
are called the Query 
Filters

In this example the data is 
restricted to a certain time period 
which is entered by the user 
when the report is refreshed 

In this example the data is 
restricted to a certain time period 
which is entered by the user 
when the report is refreshed



How data is extracted

Result objects with the 
symbol      are known as 
dimensions , which consist 
of character-type data such 
as names, descriptions, 
codes or dates. 

Result objects with the 
symbol      are known as 
dimensions , which consist 
of character-type data such 
as names, descriptions, 
codes or dates.

Result objects with the symbol      are 
known as measures , which consist of 
numeric data that is the result of 
calculations on data in the database. 
For example, the measure object 
Number of FP17s, is a count of all 
FP17s (adjusted for amended FP17s) 

Result objects with the symbol      are 
known as measures , which consist of 
numeric data that is the result of 
calculations on data in the database. 
For example, the measure object 
Number of FP17s, is a count of all 
FP17s (adjusted for amended FP17s)



How data is extracted

In this simple example: the number of FP17s for 
each contract number (together with the name or 
company name attached to that contract) will be 
returned. The data is restricted to a certain time 
period which is entered by the user when the 
report is refreshed and GDS/PDS Contracts only. 

In this simple example: the number of FP17s for 
each contract number (together with the name or 
company name attached to that contract) will be 
returned. The data is restricted to a certain time 
period which is entered by the user when the 
report is refreshed and GDS/PDS Contracts only. 

A template/report should 
always have a dimension 
and measure i.e. a name 
of something , the count of 
how many there are and a 
filter restricting the time 
period of data that is 
returned 

A template/report should 
always have a dimension 
and measure i.e. a name 
of something , the count of 
how many there are and a 
filter restricting the time 
period of data that is 
returned



How data is stored

Data is grouped in Universes: a 
Universe is a logical group of data 
(classes). It gives access to data that 
reflects different operations or 
categories of data. 

Data is grouped in Universes: a 
Universe is a logical group of data 
(classes). It gives access to data that 
reflects different operations or 
categories of data. 

For this report the E 
Reporting Activity 
Universe is being 
used as we are 
interested in the 
number of FP17s  
for contracts 

For this report the E 
Reporting Activity 
Universe is being 
used as we are 
interested in the 
number of FP17s  
for contracts

Data relating to finance is stored in the E-Reporting Finance 
Universe, FP17s that have been processed are stored in the 
E Reporting Activity Universe and general contract 
information is stored in the E Reporting Contracts Universe. 

Some Contract information is also included in the Activity 
Universe 

Data relating to finance is stored in the E-Reporting Finance 
Universe, FP17s that have been processed are stored in the 
E Reporting Activity Universe and general contract 
information is stored in the E Reporting Contracts Universe.

Some Contract information is also included in the Activity 
Universe



How data is stored
The E Reporting Activity Universe is 
ordered by sections of the FP17 
form 

The E Reporting Activity Universe is 
ordered by sections of the FP17 
form

Click on the 
expand 
button to 
see what 
data can be 
used 

Click on the 
expand 
button to 
see what 
data can be 
used

All measures (such as the number of 
FP17s, UDAs , Patients) are stored in the 
Measures folder 

All measures (such as the number of 
FP17s, UDAs , Patients) are stored in the 
Measures folder

All time periods are stored in the 
folder Reporting Time Period 

All time periods are stored in the 
folder Reporting Time Period



Adding data to a template
To add more data 
to a report must be 
in Edit Query 
mode 

To add more data 
to a report must be 
in Edit Query 
mode

Click on the 
expand button to 
select the data 
to add 

Click on the 
expand button to 
select the data 
to add



Adding data to a template

By hovering your mouse over 
the title of the data , a short 
explanation will appear 

By hovering your mouse over 
the title of the data , a short 
explanation will appear

A short explanation of the 
data appears at the bottom of 
the screen when the title is 
clicked on 

A short explanation of the 
data appears at the bottom of 
the screen when the title is 
clicked on



Adding data to a template

To add the data 
either double click 
on the name 

To add the data 
either double click 
on the name

The data will be 
added to the 
Results Objects 

The data will be 
added to the 
Results Objects

Or “drag and drop” the data 
from the Data into the query 

Or “drag and drop” the data 
from the Data into the query



Adding data to a template

The data will be added to the Results ObjectsThe data will be added to the Results Objects

To remove data from the query :
Highlight it in the results query and 
press delete on your keyboard 
Or

Drag and drop it from the Results 
objects back to the Data list 

To remove data from the query :
Highlight it in the results query and 
press delete on your keyboard
Or

Drag and drop it from the Results 
objects back to the Data list

Therefore now we will 
return the number of 
FP17s and UDAs for 
each contract 

Therefore now we will 
return the number of 
FP17s and UDAs for 
each contract



Adding data to a template

When all the data you require has been selected click on 
Run Query and enter the prompts as requested 

When all the data you require has been selected click on 
Run Query and enter the prompts as requested 



Adding data to a template
When the query is run, 
the report view will be 
shown 

When the query is run, 
the report view will be 
shown

The data 
returned in the 
query 

The data 
returned in the 
query

Notice that when we amend a 
template the data we have 
added to the query will not 
automatically be added to the 
report 

Notice that when we amend a 
template the data we have 
added to the query will not 
automatically be added to the 
report



Adding data to a template

To add the UDA 
data, left click on 
the name so it is 
highlighted, whilst 
still holding down 
the mouse button, 
drag it to the report 

To add the UDA 
data, left click on 
the name so it is 
highlighted, whilst 
still holding down 
the mouse button, 
drag it to the report



Adding data to a template

The data needs to be inserted into 
the report in the correct place. The 
thick blue line will indicate where 
the data will be placed. When 
happy with this release the mouse 
and the data will appear 

The data needs to be inserted into 
the report in the correct place. The 
thick blue line will indicate where 
the data will be placed. When 
happy with this release the mouse 
and the data will appear 



Adding data to a template
In this case the data will 
be inserted in a column 
after Number of FP17s 

In this case the data will 
be inserted in a column 
after Number of FP17s

In this case the data 
will be inserted in a 
column before Number 
of FP17s 

In this case the data 
will be inserted in a 
column before Number 
of FP17s

If a mistake is made, you can click 
on undo      and try again 

If a mistake is made, you can click 
on undo      and try again

There is only one undo, therefore you 
must click it before doing anything else 

There is only one undo, therefore you 
must click it before doing anything else



Adding data to a template

The number of 
UDAs has now 
been added 

The number of 
UDAs has now 
been added



If a column is sorted, when 
that column is selected, 
then the sort button will be 
highlighted to indicate that 
a sort has been used                  

To remove the sort just 
click on the button again. 

If no sort is applied then 
the data is sorted on the 
first column in the report 

If a column is sorted, when 
that column is selected, 
then the sort button will be 
highlighted to indicate that 
a sort has been used                   

To remove the sort just 
click on the button again.

If no sort is applied then 
the data is sorted on the 
first column in the report

Sorting the data
The number of UDAs per contract can be sorted. Highlight 
the column of data you want to sort , then click on 

The number of UDAs per contract can be sorted. Highlight 
the column of data you want to sort , then click on 



Saving the amended template
Click the icon to save the template with its existing nameClick the icon to save the template with its existing name

Click the arrow and select Save as, you will then be asked to choose where you 
want to save the template and can rename it if appropriate 

Click the arrow and select Save as, you will then be asked to choose where you 
want to save the template and can rename it if appropriate

This is to save the template and not the results when the report has 
been run. To save the results click save to my computer as.     

This is to save the template and not the results when the report has 
been run. To save the results click save to my computer as.     
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